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Sunny
High 88, Low 52
Friday
Mostly Sunny
High 85, Low 49
Saturday
Partly Cloudy
High 79, Low 49

^ew buildings, DeRosa's
Contract extended
iversitv Release

University of the Pacific's
ard of Regents has authoed the construction of two
w buildings on the Stockton
| impus.
At its meeting on Friday,
:t. 7, the Board approved fincing plans for a $30 million
riversity Center and a $20
illion Biology Building.
A 62,000 square-foot Univery Center will be constructed

along the south bank of the people for University and
Calaveras River.
community events.
Designed by the San
A new Biology Building
Francisco office of Gensler, designed by San Francisco
one of the nation's leading architects Fong & Chan will
architectural firms, the new add 56,000 square feet of
two-story building will much-needed teaching and
house dining facilities, the research space for one of
campus bookstore, and of Pacific's most popular aca
fices and meeting space for demic programs.
student organizations.
It will be constructed
It will also include a con on the southern end of the
ference and event center
capable of hosting up to 750
SeeNEWBLDS. page 2

Speech and Debate team
conquers Portland

The Board approved financing plans for a $30 million University
Center. A 62,000 square foot center will be constructed along
the South bank of the Calaveras River. The two story building will
house dinning facilities, the campus bookstore, offices and meeting
space for student organizations.

Pacific feels
aftershock of
Pakistani quake
Jennifer Hite-Smith
Editor-in-Chief

Thank God nobody died
in our family in Pakistan,"
said Rayhana Khan, Co-Presi-

dent of the Muslim Student
Association at Pacific. CoPresident Saduf Ashfaq also
has family who survived the
destruction in Pakistan.
See PAKISTAN page 3

•e forensics team debates international issues in the Bectell Center, there will be another debate each
onth. This past weekend they traveled to Portland, Oregon to compete.

[• Morlin Bates
'/rector of Forensics
This weekend fourteen
acific Speech and Debate
'embers traveled to Portland,
'regon to attend the Lewis &
lark Pioneer Invitational.
Everyone got to experience
ational-caliber competition
nd individuals did very well.
In Parliamentary Debate:

The Junior Division team
of Raman Deol & Steve
Farias did exceptionally
well! This debate team ad
vanced to the Quarter-Final
round and finished in the
top 25% of their field. Also,
Steve placed fourth while
Raman placed third out of
ALL debaters in their divi
sion! Congratulations!
In Open Division, out

of 132 Senior Debaters,
Maxwell Sumner placed
14th!
An
outstanding
accomplishment! The Open
Division teams of Phillip
Krueger/ Maxwell Sumner,
Jacki Evans/Branigan Rob
ertson, and Kathleen Bruce/
Jeff Toney all missed advancSee FORENSICS page 3

Rayhana Khan, Co-President of the Muslim Student Association saw
the Margalla Towers on her last visit to Pakistan. Here they lie in
ruins.
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Attention: A&E of ASUOP
From NEW BLDS.p,

Mark Hawboker
Reporter

The Arts and Entertain
ment branch of ASUOP is
run by a Pacific student
named Lisa Taylor.
This branch of ASUOP is
in charge of making sure that
students on campus have
various types of entertain
ment.
On October 15, Cake will
be playing at the Bob Hope
Theatre downtown.
There is also an ongoing
film series which can be
viewed at the Pacific Theatre
every Thursday and Friday
night.
These films include vari
ous international as well as
independent films. The films
are free to students who have
a student activity sticker on
the back of their student ID.
Student activity stick
ers can be picked up at the
ASUOP office.
Upcoming films
include:
Touch of Evil (October 14),
The Manchurian Candidate
(October 15), and Rize (Oc
tober 27-28). A list of all the
movies showing in the Pacif
ic Theatre this semester can
be picked up in the ASUOP

office.
Another ongoing weekly
event at Pacific is the "Static
Attic" every Wednesday
night at the Summit.
This includes activities
such as Jazz performances or
Karaoke.
"Club night" at the Sum
mit takes place on Tuesday
nights for those students in
terested in checking out the
different organizations on
the Pacific campus.
Also, once a month on
Tuesday nights in the Sum
mit ASUOP hosts "Poetry
Slam".
For those interested in at
tending Homecoming this
year, there are a couple new
twists. Not only will there
by the lip-sync portion of the
event but there is also going
to be a talent portion which
is open for anyone to take
part. This also includes a
Step/Stroll dance portion.
Homecoming will take
place on Friday October 14
thru Saturday October 15.
To purchase tickets,receive
more information or sign up
for any ASUOP events visit
the ASUOP office in the McCaffery Center.

;

On October 15, the Arts & Entertainment branch of ASUOP presents
Cake, at the Bob Hope Theatre downtown. Tickets are on sale in the
ASUOP office.

PUBLIC SAFETY WEEKLY REPORT
October 2 through October 8
1* LOUD PARTY, 100
BLOCK KNOLES
Officers responded to a
call of a loud party at 1:30
AM. Officers broke up the
party and detained one for
public intoxication.
2* DISTUBANCE TOWN
HOUSE APTS
Two females reported that
they were being followed
and threatened by a group
of subject in the parking lot.
STRIPE was in the area and
transported the two to Public
Safety.
3* ASSAULT, TOWN
HOUSE APTS
Victim reports being as
saulted by another subject in
the parking lot. Battery report

filed on the matter.
4* THEFT, WPC
Victim reports a clock they
had purchased in Spain was
stolen from an office some
time during the weekend.
Value of the clock was $200.
6* THEFT, LOT #10
Victim reports the theft of
her parking pass from her
vehicle. The victim had left
her window partially open
when the theft occurred.
7* THEFT, SCHOOL OF
ED
Victim reports the theft
of a black and gray Motive
cruiser bicycle from the bike
rack. The cable lock used to
secure it was located cut at

the rack.
8* THEFT, OFF CAMPUS
Victim reports she took her
vehicle to the car wash and
discovered later on that her
pass was stolen.
9* THEFT, JOHN BALLANTYNE
Victim reports the theft of
an older model bicycle from
the bike rack.
10* VANDALISM, TOWN
HOUSE APTS
An unknown suspect threw
a rock through the plate glass
window of a room.
11* FIRE, GRACE COVELL
Officers responded to a
fire in one of the air condition
vents. Physical Plant person

nel were able to extinguish
the fire prior to Stockton Fire
Departments arrival. Cause of
the fire was not known.
12* HIT & RUN, STADIUM
LOT
Officers took a report of a
vehicle that struck another ve
hicle and failed to stop to make
a report. Suspect vehicle listed
as an 88-89 Chevrolet Corsica
blue with a red stripe.
13* FOUND
PROPERTY, LOT #10
Staff found a cell phone
which was turned in. Officers
identified the owner and it was
returned to them.

Stockton campus, i|
the intersection of K$j
ton and Alpine.
Fundraising will ct
ue for these two buil;
which will be support
a combination of p
gifts, University fund
revenues from bonds
issued later this yean
"These facilities|
important and nect
addition to the cam:
said Tom Zuckermboard's vice-chair,
will allow the Units
to enhance the quads
student life and imp
service to the comm®
The Board of Ee;
also renewed the conta
President Donald V. De!
for four more years, wii
option to extend at 4i
of that term.
DeRosa, who cam
Pacific in 1995, has 1«
University to a post
"remarkable financiad
academic strength,
Board Chair Dr. Di
Philibosian.
"University of the
cific has been signifk
transformed under
DeRosa's leadership
has engaged every p<
the University in bud
a shared vision, pi
Pacific on a sound fin
footing, devising an a|
sive marketing cam;
attracting ever more
fied
students, impi
the facilities on all
campuses, andinitiati
most ambitious fundr
campaign inUniversii
tory," Philibosian said
"The board is thrille
such a dynamic leade
be here to lead us to
greater achievements,
added. "I believe tha
DeRosa will go dov
history as one of the
est presidents at Pacifi

Oct. 13, 2005
participants do not eat dur
ing daylight hours.
At Pacific, the MSA
(Muslim Student Associa
tion) is inviting any willing
participant to fast on Oc
tober 18 and then join the
MSA in a feast in Grace
Covell at 5:30pm.
Along with this event,
called the Fast-a-thon, MSA
has had a variety of events
to celebrate Islam aware
ness month, such as an
informational speaker on

what it means to be Muslim
in a forum called "Islam Ex
plained" that took place dur
ing the first week.
Thursday October 13 is
Lecture Night. The topic is:
"The Role and Stereotypes of
Women in Islam" with key
note speaker, Dr. Aisha Kareem. It will be at 6:30pm in
Bechtel International Center.
The last day for student
pledges is October 14. E-mail
pledges are accepted.

From FORENSICS page 1
ing to the Double-Octofinal
round by one win. All teams
had a 3-3 record and will ac
crue points in the national
rankings.
In Individual Events:
Raman Deol won the Ju
nior Division of Impromptu,
beating all other competi
tors in this event! Raman
also was a finalist in Junior
Extemp.
In her first college tourna
From PAKISTAN page 1

ment, Beth Stoll placed third
in Novice Dramatic Inter
pretation, Steve Farias also
did very well in Novice Im
promptu by placing 5th.
Greg Linden placed 4th
in Novice Extemporaneous
speaking. This is Greg's first
tournament. We are lucky to
have Greg as he is a student
who normally attends Tulane
University in Louisiana, but
came to Pacific for this se

Khan
explained
how
Pakistan is not equipped with
With the magnitude of a
infrastructure to withstand
7.6 earthquake, much of the
heavy earthquakes, as they
region is destroyed.
are not frequent in the area.
Rayhana was home in
The Margalla Towers, a 10Modesto, CA over the long
story, five-tower apartment
weekend when the earth
complex lost one of its towers,
quake hit Pakistan. An
unusually late phone call trapping over 150 people, in
from her uncle told them the quake.
"It was brand new, we saw
something was wrong. Her
uncle, a Stockton resident
had called their grandpar
ents in Pakistan on a simple
"Thank God
routine phone call and found
nobody died in
out about the quake and its
devastation.
our family in
"My mom called my
Pakistan"
aunt when we found out,"
-Rayhana Khan,
explained Khan, but their
phone call was interrupted
Co-President
as aftershocks struck the
of the Muslim
area, "so we had to hang
up. It's scary." Khan's fam
Student Associ
ily lives "only about an hour
ation at Pacific.
and a half outside the capital
so they felt it hard."
Compared to the devasta
tion felt by the family mem
bers and friends of die over it," said Khan of the buildings
20,000 casualties, Khan and she had seen on her latest trip
Ashfaq's families did not to the country, buildingsand people who lived within
lose any lives.

mester because of the Katrina
Hurricane.
In Open Division, Jacki
Evans
placed
second
with her Communication
Analysis on the Burning
Man phenomenon. Jacki
&
Branigan
Robertson
also placed second in Duo
Interpretation. Both awards
earn the students "legs" to the
AFA National Tournament in
Florida next semester.
them- that she will never see
again.
Ashfaq recalled from her
trips to Pakistan to see her
family, the crowded streets
and visual poverty that al
ready existed. "When I've
been there, there is already
so many people in the streets;
it will be even worse than it
was before."
The MSA will be collecting
donations for Pakistan at the
main event for Islam Aware
ness Month, the Fast-a-thon.
It will be held on October 18
in Grace Covell at 5:30pm.
Pledging ends October 14.

Islam
Awareness
Month
For just over a week
Muslims around the world
have been participating in
the Islamic annual tradition
of fasting. It is a 40 journey
called "Ramadan" where

Life is complex. Prepare to help people
manage the challenges of life.
Azusa Pacific University's graduate
programs in Clinical Psychology offer;
• An APA--accredited Psy.LL Program

. MA in Clinical Psychology
(Marriage/Family Therapy empbas %)

, A curriculum that ntegrates spirituality
and values
« A blend of theoretical and practical elements

of psycH o! ogy
. Alignment with current California, licensure
requirements
For more information about APU's graduate
psychology programs:
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Changes for the War-pic website owner
charged with obscenity
Greek system
By Bradley Kraus
Guest Writer
The days of Animal House
are all but over. This is the
common consensus around
college campuses. Across
the country, administrations
are cracking down on the
general stereotypes of what
people think greek life is
like.
At Pacific, the greek com
munity is constantly having
to deal with a variety of dif
ferent issues that the admin
istration is enforcing. There
are no more keggers that
spill out into the streets. No
more prank wars between
rival houses. No more times
of getting away with any
thing.
While there are the ex
treme cases of things getting
too out of control, it seems
that the greek community

of today is having to deal
with the other extreme of
having a very controlling
administration. Whether it
be with GRDs making rounds
multiple times throughout
the night or with a house
being put on probation for
relatively minor incidences,
greeks always have to be on
their best behavior, more so
than anybody else.
The odd thing about the
entire Greek-administration
relationship is that whenever
the school needs anything
that involves any - sort of
school participation, tire only
people that they can turn to
are the Greeks in the form
of mandatory events. If you
believe that this is untrue,
think about who else would
See CHANGES page 6

The chaotic 'Animal House'-style greek life (above)
past at many universities nationwide.
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he Bard by any
J>ther name...
r

y

)gn Slomin

iff Writer

n a book to be published
this month, a Shakeeare scholar named Brenda
nes and historian William
)instein postulate that the
lys attributed to William
akespeare were actually
itten by Sir Henry Neville,
educated and well-travid English diplomat and
llitician of the sixteenth
seventeenth centuries,
he book, based on five
spent in archival
irch by James and sup|rted with additional work
Rubinstein, documents a

Shakespeare started produc
ing tragedies, instead of the
humorous or historical plays
he had previously written.
While locked up at the Tower
of London, Neville wrote
a document with detailed
notes that were apparently
incorporated into the Shake
speare play Henry VIII. Sty
listic analyses (of vocabulary
syntax, and punctuation) o
the Shakespeare plays are
said to bear statistical cor
relation with the public anc
private writings and letters
of Sir Neville.
The authors suggest that
Neville, as a politician, could
not be known as the author
of plays that were often seen

Regarding a Tiger unity
By Martel Gibson

or at least get off
1° attend a play,
there won t be any Tiger
So, who's to blame for the
P^de,
no unity,
de-unification of our school?
Pacific
is drowning in apaGet a few beers in me and I'd
content with the status
%
absolutely place the blame
9U0- However, what is status
on Pacific, but after chat
quo now was unthinkable
ting with a Babe online, my
before
UOP became Pacific.
obliterated brain cells were
Though the gradual transi
revitalized.
tion was indeed necessary
It's too easy and a com
due to financial woes, the
plete cop out to blame "their
loss
of our football and Tom
Pacific" for the lack of Tiger
the
Tiger need not mean
my
solidarity. Sure, administra
the
loss
of Tiger Pride.
tion has done numbers on
The
last time I checked,
Greek life, ASuop might not
students
were the ones pay
always represent the student
ing
to
keep
Pacific afloat.
body well, and professors
Thus,
Tigers
can
orchestrate
themselves have strangled
change
if
so
desired.
Though
our precious social time with
administration
is
not
entirely
studying, but there's a lot
unreceptive, one drunken
more to the demise of tiger
soul screaming
o about better
unity, Tiger Pride, than that.
won 1 change a thing.
days
Tigers seem unwilling
Pacific needs
Parifir
nooAc leaders to
to get involved with this
step up and a help bring
campus beyond superficial
about change. Though
walks to and from class, or
have spent many an good
"
Pacific
is
partying it up at the local
hour with beer in hand
watering hole. Academics
drowning in
discussing the future of
is important, and the Lord
apathy, content this great institution, words
of Partying knows I dabble
aren't enough. It's time for
with the status students
in drunken debauchery, but
to get together and
there certainly should be
quo. 99
work with eachother, no mat
more vested in being a Tiger
ter the greek organization or
than a Pacific Receipt and a even received a critical email club.
hangover.
about my articles and I've
It's also time for students
Being a Tiger should mean been trying for it.
to explore other facets of
being part of UOP through
The correlation between Pacific, and though world
and through. Not merely student involvement and
forums aren't my type of gig,
walking in Pacific flip-flops Tiger Pride is akin to par- I've checked out a couple
or stealing dishes
from
.
. the
.
ties and fornicating;
tormcatmg; no ailu
U[cy aill
uclu with a
and they
ain't half bad
dining hall, but getting in- good party is without good forty in your system. Volleyvolved m the evolution of fornicating.
Similarly, Tiger ball is kickin but, let's catch
Pacific, a campus just start- Pride will never come about some games.
ing to appear in the national without students claiming
Tiger Pride can be brought
spotlight.
their rightful place in build- back to Pacific, but it starts
While Pacific gains more fog Pacific. In other words, with students willing to give
popularity and continues to Pacific will only be as much
little. Admittedly, I just
expand, student involve- part of the students as stu- want
waiu aiuucm
student uivuivcincm
involvement iu
to
in *e sch°o1 is falling
dents
put
into
Pacific.
Until
begin
my
plans
for a campus
T
off. Pacific Intramurals have foe day when we, students, -wide extravaganza....what's
experienced decreasing lev- put our heart and soul into stopping us? us?
Columnist

nua

,.

hew book suggests that William Shakespeare may not have
Itten the many plays attributed to him.

ge body of evidence point- as politically controversial
; to Neville as being the or even possibly treason
thor of the plays attributed ous, as was the case with the
Shakespeare. The settings play Richard II. Because of a
the plays and their po- common associate (the Earl
cal subtext often coincide of Southampton, who was
th Sir Neville's known patron to Shakespeare and
ivels, and some historical a close friend of Neville),
aracters in several Shake- James and Rubinstein specueare plays were known
rsonally to Neville.
In the early 1600s Henry
See BARD page 6
;ville was imprisoned for
'ason, and around this time

--Part two: A puke and a ratty--
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els of participation. Whereas
during flag football season,
2 years ago, there were over
forty teams, this current
seasons there are roughly
twenty. Club sports have also
experienced a similar participation drought and many are
barely able to field full teams.
The number of students at
tending programming like
"Movie on the lawn" equals
roughly five, including staff.
This same depressing
trend extends to other areas
of campus involvement. The
emah was sent out, but how
many students are going
to be attending President
Donald DeRosa's open fo
rum Thursday, October 13 at
noon in Grace? How many
students voiced
siuuems
vuiceu meir
their opinopin
ions to the visiting Regents
last week? Hell, I haven't
—

—•

-v.

Dear
Editor:
PacificNet accounts were
created to make life sim
pler for users. One account
name/password
provides
access to many services. Per
sonal file space, personal
web pages, insidePacific por
tal and university wireless
services are examples. As
we have added services,
the need to provide good
security as become more

school,

our asses

wiu.a

important. PacificNet ac
counts are used by fac
ulty, staff and students. One
password policy applies to
all. To make sure important
information remains pro
tected, a policy for stronger
passwords goes into effect on
Monday, Oct 17th. This ap
plies to new or changed pass
words on PacificNet. Cur
rent passwords will still

work, but will expire in 180
days. It does not apply to
Groupwise.
Users will see the change
when they next change their
PacificNet password.
This affects everyone
with a PacificNet account,
which is every Pacific stu
dent, faculty and staff mem
ber.
Dave Lundy

CHANGES from page 4

BARD from page 5

go out and clap for the fresh late that the two men had
men when they come out of met and formed a partner
ship, with Shakespeare act
orientation.
Pacific is not the only ing as a 'front man' to claim
school doing this reform authorship of plays written
of" the Greek community. by Neville.
James and Rubinstein ar
Administrations across the
country are most commonly gue that while Shakespeare
reforming the greek system was a part-owner of the the
for the main reason of trying ater company that produced
to limit incidences involving the plays and directed and
alcohol. And a very com acted in several of them,
mon solution for a growing he was not the true author
of any of the plays. It's a
controversial claim, and one
a
that has been made before by
greeks
other scholars who have var
always have to iously suggested the scientist
be on their best Francis Bacon or the play
Christopher Marlowe
behavior, more wright
was the 'real' Shakespeare
so than anybody (among other suspects).
If the authors' theory
else."
is true, it would go a long
way toward explaining how
Shakespeare
wrote plays with
number of universities is to
a
great
deal
of geographical
turn the entire campus dry.
and
political
detail and a
The University of Oklahoma
has recently gone dry after a
binge drinking incident led
to the death of a student.
There has been a lot of
student concern facing this
particular issue with the
thought that Pacific might be
next on the list of campuses
going completely dry. Other
institutions have argued that
they are trying to protect the
students and prevent situa
tions from ever happening.
This form of reasoning has
upset many students in
campuses across the country
with the way of thinking that
istory.com
people are just being forced
to go off-campus and drink
Was Sir Henry Neville (above)
where they will have to en the 'real' Shakespeare?
counter many more serious
situations such as drinking command of several differ
and driving.
ent languages despite having
The entire greek system ended his formal education
is certainly going to have to at twelve years old. More
adapt to the various changes importantly, it would mark a
but the school must realize significant revision of history
that Greeks are the heart and as far as British literature is
soul of the Pacific campus. concerned, as Shakespeare is
Whether or not Greeks roll one of the giants in the west
over or question the school ern literary canon. While not
and stand up for themselves convinced one way or the
will determine the way that other, I eagerly anticipate the
this campus goes.
book's publication to read
more about this intriguing
hypothesis.

An open call to students
and organizations
The Pacifican
The Perspectives section
would like to hear from
Pacific students who are in
volved in campus organiza
tions, extracurricular activi
ties or cultural clubs. The
school paper can be a great
way to let other students
know a little bit about the
various and diverse student
activities and clubs, not to
mention encourage others
to join up.

Being the 'Opinions Page,
the Perspectives section is al
ways open to article submis
sions by students. In addition
to boostering clubs and activi
ties, Pacific students should
feel free to use this space as
a sounding board to express
a wide range of opinions
ranging from local Stockton
and Pacific campus issues, to
larger topics of global politics,
environmentalism,
philan
thropy, or metaphysical mus
ings on morality and the place

of humanity in the ^
(to give a few example
In short, this sectthe Pacifican is intent
reflect the rich scope
terests shown by th!
community. Essays, ar
and well-written mit
are all welcomed. F
help ensure an accui;
flection of Pacific's div
by e-mailing the op
editor at pacificanpe:
es@pacific.edu.
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Fear and Loathing on a College Campus

Britney Spears to appear on Adult Swim

Bv Mikev Vu

Lifestyles Editor

So some of you many have
been wondering why I have
been limping around cam
pus, trying to figure out the
magically complex contrap
tion that are crutches. Well
let me explain, a few days
ago I was playing basketball
with my good but rather
heavy set friend in the back
yard. As the ball bounced off

the backboard and rolled on
the ground, I grabbed it and
turned around.
Unbeknownst
to
me
however, my previously
mentioned portly friend was
right behind me running full
speed until he tripped on his
on feet, flailing through the
air like a breaching whale. As
he crashed onto my ankle, I
tried with Herculean might
not to yell out in pain, but
alas, a single tear was shed.

Yes, it hurt, yes I heard a Girls Gone Wild ads, Adult
loud snap, but the more Swim, and that one show
pressing question here is: where the creepy old lady
how exactly does one trip on talks about sex, until I came
them self?
across the most terrifying
I've seen it happen thing ever. Yes, more terrify
time and time again, but I ing than seeing that old sex
have to wonder how does it lady demonstrate the mis
happen? It's as if they forgot sionary position with her red
how to walk. The funniest and blue dolls. No, no, this
sight is when people are was far worse. I'm talking
getting off escalators, trip on about the Burger King ad
the very last step, and then vertisement series with "the
they look around to see if king."
anyone was watching and
The
commercial
pretend like they meant to starts out with a man inside
do it in the first place.
his house talking to his wife,
Every time I see it and he glances at his window
happen, I want to reeducate only to see "the king" about
them on the complicated 60 feet away staring at him in
task of walking. First, pick the backyard. The man turns
a starting location and a des to talk to his wife again, but
tination. Point A, Point B. when he turns to the window
Now here's the tricky part. again, "the king" is right at
Move your feet in this order: the window staring back at
left, right, left, right. Now him with his blank smile.
repeat.
Why is he so happy?
I was perusing the What is the purpose of this
good old television the other ad
campaign?
Nothing
day while icing my ankle, screams eat a hamburger like
skimming past late night wetting your pants. If you're

telling me that this isn't the
least bit scary, then good sir
you are like a colostomy bag
because you are full of shit.
His plastic mask still haunts
me in my sleep.
Britney Spears has
shown her generosity by
graciously donating her used
clothing to an eBay auction
this past weekend in order
to raise funds for Hurricane
Katrina. One of the items of
which was a jewel encrusted
bra that she wore once in a
music video.
I've never quite un
derstood this, these celebri
ties have so much money but
instead of donating any of it
they get praised for giving
away bras so that sexually
repressed, computer loving,
acne ridden high school kids
who obsess over washed out
pregnant trailer trash pop
stars, can spend their parents
money on creepy objects
like used underwear. But
wait...it's for a good cause, so
everybody wins.

The Community Counts Show:
Changing the World 10,000 Hours at a Time

nating 10,000 hours of service
to the Stockton community
through a program called
Graduate Residence
The
Community Counts
Director
Show. A combined effort of
In 1 hour of work, a volun ASUOP and the Center for
Involvement,
teer can help protect wildlife Community
this
program
is
open to stu
in a park by picking up trash;
dents,
faculty,
and
staff on
build the doorway to a house
the
Stockton
campus.
The
being donated to a homeless
concept
is
simple:
sign
up
to
family; or cook dinner for an
at
the
Center
for
volunteer
elderly person who cannot
Community Involvement,
leave their bed.
Now just imagine the dif track your hours, and once
ference 10,000 hours will you're finished, exchange
your hours for a "receipt of
make.
service"
that will grant you
This year, University of the
entrance
to a fabulous con
Pacific has committed to do
cert in March.

Abiqoil Nothonson

Participants who contrib
ute an additional 10 hours of
service will be entered into

Q. How many
hours does it
take to make
the world a bet
ter place?
A. How about I?

a raffle for a chance to win over 13,000 hours of service
VIP passes to the concert. 20 in the first year, and has con
hours of service equals 1 free tinued to surpass its goal in
concert ticket plus 1 raffle subsequent shows. What is
ticket, 30 hours of service the connection between com
equals 1 free concert tickets munity service and a concert?
and 2 raffle tickets, and so Perhaps the Iowa founders of
on. Participants can earn an this program said it best: "be
unlimited number of raffle cause together, we rock."
tickets through service.
For more information on
The Community Counts
Show is a spin off of a Univer how to participate, please
sity of Iowa program called visit:
www.pacific.edu/ reachout
"The 10,000 Hours Show."
The 10,000 Hours Show be or call the Center for Com
gan in 2002 with the goal of munity Involvement at (209)
raising 10,000 hours for the 946-2444.
surrounding Iowa City com
munity. The program raised

a
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degradation of your body
and drink something sterile
like urine. Tonight listen to
some smooth jazz.
Capricorn 12 / 22-1 /19
Your roommate's secret
obsession with Madonna
is killing the spirit of your
room. Spin three times and
speak with a poor English ac
cent to expel the hell beast's
presence. Tonight talk to a
chair.

By Don Commarano

Taurus 4/20-5/20
Ghosts of Southwest haunt
East campus and disrupt
your sleep. Imagine a place
where construction is tinished on time and you'll be
freed of the hauntingnight think about why h
library needs a dean.
Gemini 5/21-6/21
The Provost looked at n\e
funny the other day which
means you'll have a gre3t
day today, however look: out
for large killer Mack trucks
tomorrow. Tonight read Wax
and Peace.

Aquarius 1 / 20-2 /18
With the approval of
two new campus buildings
comes the promise of poor
Cancer 6 / 22-7 / 22
parking. Go to home depot
Homecoming
is upon us,
and
build
a
gate
around
your
Libra 9/12-10/22
and
you
feel
the
need to hp
favorite
spot
to
ensure
your
The world appears static
sync
to
songs.
Next time
parking
convince.
Tonight
and stinky to your untrained
you're
at
a
game
lip
sync Pa
sharpen
a
knife.
eye. Like the mighty gold
cific
Hail.
Tonight
move
out
fish you must turn the waters
the
way.
Pisces
2/19-3/20
of life and suck on a rock or
Everyone's a little bit rac
two, or at least try something
Leo 7/23-8/22
ist,
even you. This doesn't
new. Tonight water a plant.
Nightmares of
Public
mean you go around com
Speaking
class
keep
you
mitting
hate
crimes
but
try
Scorpio 10/23-11/21
awake
at
night
and
losing
to
identify
your
racist
trait
Your neighbors around
you are having problems and write a song about it. your ability to say "urn". Suck
with the world. Take time Tonight wonder who really it up and to talk to strangers
for 8-12 minuets. Tonigr:
out of your life and help, run's the University.
wear your sunglasses.
after all you can teach a man
Aries
3/21-4/19
to fish but I doubt he knows
Virgo 8/23-9/22
The spirit of Johnny Cash
how to pack tuna. Tonight
The parking alphabet is
tells
you
to
lose
the
cocaine
tear it up in da club.
blues. You may not have getting you down, shou]c
a cocaine addiction, but you park in A, or B or gc
Sagittarius 11/22-12-21
You my not get an A on you do have an addiction crazy and try S or P. Make
your test but you deserve to something, so embrace alphabet soup and park in
a purple heart for drinking it if it's a cheap addiction. whatever spot tastes the best
Stockton tap water. Slow the Tonight work on your side Tonight clean your shoes.
hustle.

Astrological analysit
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"In Her Shoes" Proves Good for the Sole
Stoey Aronson
Reporter

Imagine Chanel, Louis Vuitton, Fendi, Jimmy Choo, and
Manolo Blahnik, just to name a
few. Top designer shoes stored
neatly in plastic boxes in the
back of a closet, never worn.
A sin.
Sibling rivalry. It happens
in every family between every
sibling at one point or another
and in Curtis Hansen's "In Her
Shoes" he seems to hit the nail
in the head with these two sis
ters. Grossing over $10 million
in the opening weekend, it is
now in the #3 spot but deserves
top ranking.
Cameron Diaz' character,
Maggie is a sex crazed rebel on
a dangerous road with no job
and no real direction. Her sis
ter Rose Feller, played by Toni
Collette, seems quite the oppo
site; a lawyer who is smart and
well put together with a love for
shoes, even though they never

seem to see the outside of her
closet.
Rose finds herself picking up
Maggie one night after Mag
gie gets too drunk and passes
out at her high school reunion.
Kicked out of her parents'
house, Maggie lives with Rose.
She takes on the role as the an
noying younger sister (trying
on her shoes, raiding the refrig
erator, and living like a slob on
Rose's couch).
When Rose has had enough
of her sister, Maggie goes back
to her parents' house to gather
of the rest of her belongings.
While trying to find some spare
cash in her father's desk, she
stumbles upon some unopened
birthday cards from a grand
mother she had never known
existed. Without telling anyone
Maggie takes the cards and hops
on a train to Florida to find the
grandmother she never knew
she had.
"In Her Shoes" is a charm

In Her
SHOES

ing story about sisters who
have always been so different,
but finally come together to
understand how to love one
another. "In Her Shoes" is a
simple movie made primarily
for the female audience. Diaz
proves she can be a dramatic
and comedic actress.
The grandmother of the film
is played by Shirley Maclaine.
Maclaine offers a warmth and
comfort one would find in a
grandma. She is wise and stub
born and receives immediate
love from the audience.
"In Her Shoes" should not
be missed. Almost like another
episode of "Sex in the City" it
draws you in. So grab your
dearest girlfriends, mom and
sisters, a box of Kleenex, some
popcorn and junior mints, and
see In Her Shoes. Really, a
must see!

Myspace or No Space!
.indsav Sontos

Reporter

Two
years
ago
VIyspace.com was intro
duced to the cyber world,
changing the way individu
als perceive and communi
cate with society. For many
pears phones, emails, school,
sports and social activities
were how individuals could
communicate with loved
ones and friends. Now, there
s an easier way for network
ing, re-connecting with old
fiends, and finding new
fiends. MySpace is a free
open online community, alowing anyone to become a
Potential member, and gives
the freedom to come in conact with the world.
In 2003, thanks to a
music-driven
version
of
www.friendster.com,
VlySpace was developed
and instantly caught the at
tention and became a huge
sensation for millions of
teenagers and young adults.

Users can also post daily
Developer Tom Anderson, blogs, which is an online
and twenty-five other co journal and friends can
workers are responsible for therefore post comments in
the birth of MySpace, which reference to the blogs. One
started in Southern Califor can also become part of a
nia. Tom Anderson has set social group or organization
up the cite to purposely add on MySpace allows contact
himself first to every new with others who share simi
member's friends group.
lar interests.
There are many features of
In 2004, musical artists and
MySpace. A member can cre bands of all different genres
ate a personal, creative user were given the opportunity
profile that
can be up
dated with
color graph
ics, pictured
b a c k 
grounds,
s o u n d
effects,
and music
videos. Users choose who to expand their fan bases'
they want to be friends with and create user profiles that
and can ignore with a click allow any MySpace member
of a button who they don't. to download MP3 songs.
A member can strike up Any MySpace member can
conversation with another find their favorite band on
using instant messaging with MySpace and with permis
one on one interaction on the sion can become an instant
friend.
website.

MySpace isn't for every
one though. "I think it's a
big waste of time, everyone
has it. 'Why make cyber
friends when you can have
real friends? I do not support
MySpace!" said Pacific senior
Jesse Danza.
Identity theft can pose
a problem on MySpace. A
member can display some
one elses photo on there
profile and can pretend to be
another person.
For example,
Paris
Hilton
has a MySpace
but who knows
if it's the real
Paris!
One beauty
of
MySpace
is that many
people can reunite with old
loved ones and friends. "My
best friend from second
grade found me and now
we talk everyday thanks to
MySpace" said international
studies senior Paul Bothwell.
Although MySpace is

miie
haro
liiydpavc
a plact far Mtmlf

popular, many computer
literate adults are unaware
of the trendy website. What
many Pacific teachers don't
realize and should be aware
of is that MySpace offers a
nation-wide university webpage finder that entitles one
to look up a specific teacher
in any major and post com
ments about that individual.
In addition a student can
also find another student
in the same university and
contact him or her. This is a
helpful, useful aid for Pacific
students keeping in touch
with each other.
MySpace consists of over
14.5 million different profiles
that can be observed through
the public eye. Every second
there are five new posted
messages on MySpace. Al
together there are over sixty
million group forum posts.
This is an incredible, ongo
ing, growing site that has yet
to see its full potential, this is
just the beginning.
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Former Pacific student re
By Arosh Scott Benhom
Sports Editor

With the popularity of
Ultimate Fighting Cham
pionship
reaching
the
mainstream market, thanks
in large part to Spike televi
sion's reality show about the
sport, the University of the
Pacific community has one
of it's own well on his way
to establishing a name for
himself.
Tim McKenzie, a 2005
graduate in Communication,
has been training everyday
for this opportunity. McKen
zie will be facing a four-man
tournament with the winner
getting a ticket to fight in
UFC. McKenzie has been
training since 2001 and has a
eight and two record.

Asked why McKenzie had
chosen to get into cage fight
ing he replied, "my mother
did not let me play football
in high school, I played Wa
ter Polo, and so I was looking
for a contact sport". Well
McKenzie got his wish as
cage fighting is all contact.
This wish has opened up
a world of opportunity, as
McKenzie is currently one
of the favorites for the WEC
Light Heavyweight world
title.
All the hard work McKen
zie has put forth will come in
handy this Friday, as McKen
zie is part of main event in
Halloween Fury 4. A fourman title fight tournament
is part of the seventeen fights
at The Palace Indian Gaming
Center in Lemoore.
McKenzie has been prepar

ing himself for eight weeks
for the title. Sparring partner
Marcel Gibson knows best
about McKenzie's training
and mental makeup. "McK
enzie has been dedicated,
focused and hungry. He is
ready for any challenger and
ready to be a champion".
Mental prowess is as im
portant as physical physique.
Every fighter understands
the risks they take and have
to prepare themselves any
way they can. "I prepare
myself by thinking my op
ponent is messing with my
brother," said McKenzie. In
the ring McKenzie knows
one wrong move and his
night could end prematurely.
Technique is critical and a
loss of focus for one second
can be costly. "I focus on
not being knocked out, but

looking for an opportunity
to knock my opponent out,"
McKenzie said.
McKenzie's road to a UFC
Light Heavyweight starts this
Friday in Lemoore, as a WEC
Light Heavyweight champi
onship should hopefully be
the start of many more belts.
"I see myself doing this for a
couple years and than I will
use my UOP degree and get a
real job", said McKenzie.
If all goes well by the time
McKenzie's career in the ring
is over, he might never have
to use his degree to live on,
as his championship purses
could be enough to cover
all his bills. For tickets or
more information go to
www.Wec.tv and see McK
enzie as a feature fighter.

Tim McKenzie gives shots to the kidney as he works the arms of his sparring partper. Mckenzie will be in
action this Friday battling for the WEC Light Heavyweight World Title.

Tigers It
Tennies

Mlike Millerick

Director of Athletic
Relations

STOCKTON,
CALI
University of the Pac.
men's and women's bas
teams will start the!
06 season with two am
On October 13th
5 p.m. to 7 p.m., in the
G. Spanos center, Pad fit
host the 11th Annual Ti
In Tennies, and on Oct
14th at 10 p.m., in the
G. Spanos center, Padr
launch the 2005-06 ha
ball season with Mid
Mania.
. Tigers In Tennies
kids the chance to pi a %
Come OL; t
en's and Woi
basketball teams and
some new basketball
Admission is FREE f
kids 12 and under an
eludes dinner courteAlpine Meats. Enjov ar
ning full of basketball
and exdtement!
"It's a great beginrr
the season for the pre
and the community
Men's
Basketball
Coach Bob Thomasor,
Tigers in Tennies and
night Mania add an ex
element to the start o
practice season, and
players love the char
meet the fans."
For more informatio;
the Athletic Marketing
at 209.946.2702
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Midnight Mania!

NFL GURU
Bv Chase Tapalla

Their offense is average and
the defense is what keeps the
Football Analyst
games close. Lavar Arrington
needs to get out of his current
Overall Record: 19-16
funk if the Redskins want to
win. Kansas City is at home
San Diego at Oakland
This is definitely one and that usually equals vic
of the toughest games to tory. Trent Green needs to
pick so far this season. The get his season jump started
Raiders are 1-3 but that re this week. The Chiefs should
cord is deceiving. The same win this one by more than a
goes for the Chargers, who touchdown.
are 2-3. San Diego had a
Chiefs 28, Redskins 17
heartbreaking loss against
Pittsburgh Monday night.
New England at Denver
LT was held in check on the
If the Patriots had a healthy
ground, but still managed
to have a TD. Oakland is defense this game would be a
coming off a bye week and no brainer. Willie Mcginest is
teams are known to play now out and their defense
very tough the next game. is depleting rapidly. The of
It all comes down to who fense needs to be as good
will be able to play the as they were last week to
most consistent through win. Denver had a breakout
out the game. I'm going to game from Tatum Bell last
have to go with San Diego week and need more of the
because they will take out same. Their rushing defense
their frustrations from the will be heavily relied upon
because of the success it has
Monday night game.
had this season. Denver is at
Chargers 24, Raiders 21 home, but I think the game
will come down to a Vinatieri
field goal.
NY lets at Buffalo
The Jets had a surprising
Patriots 30, Broncos 28
win against the undefeated
Bucs last week with Vinny
Houston at Seattle
Testaverde at the helm.
I
am picking this game
Curtis Martin did not
because
I enjoy watching the
have a lot of yards on the
Seahawks,
especially when
ground, but he was able
they
beat
down
the Rams
to score both of the Jets'
last
week.
Houston
has a ter
touchdowns. It helped that
rible
offensive
line
and
have
the defense played very
given
up
27
sacks
in
4
games.
well. I am just waiting for
this team to break out of David Carr is not a terrible
fensively. They showed quarterback because he just
signs of this last week be never has time to throw.
cause they finally benched Domanick Davis is the bright
JP Losman and put in Kelly spot on the team so far. The
Holcombe. Willis McGahee Seahawks are without their
had 80 yards and a touch two best wideouts, but this
down and should have shouldn't mean a thing. Al
another solid game. I have exander is going to run wild
and Hasselbeck is going to
to go with the Bills.
throw a TD or two.
Bills 20, Jets 13
Seahawks 31, Texans 10
Washington at Kansas
Jacksonville at Pittsburgh
City
Here is another game that
Washington lost their
first game last week after is tough to pick. The Jaguars
winning their first three are for real and this was evi
games by using smoke and dent after handing the Ben
mirrors. If the game is close gals their first loss. The de
the Redskins seem to win. fense is immaculate and Fred

Taylor looked like he was
25 again. Leftwich is consis
tent and has a nice receiv
ing corps. Pittsburgh may
be without Roethlisberger
after a hyper extended left
knee. Bettis is back and
had another TD last week.
If Big Ben plays the Steelers will win, but they will
lose if Charlie Batch has to
play. Ben Roethlisberger is a
gamer and will play.
Steelers 20, Jaguars 13
St. Louis at Indianapolis
The Colts are only giving
up 5.8 points per game and
it has a lot to do with their
D-Line. Dwight Freeney is a
freak and receives a double
team every game. Peyton
Manning has not been him
self this season, but he has
done enough for the Colts
to be undefeated. Edgerrin
James will have a big game.
The Rams will throw the
ball a lot this game because
they will be behind.
Colts 31, Rams 17

google.com

FANTASY VALUE: LaDainian
Tomlinson will be ready for
the Raider defense that has
dramaticly improved since last
year. LT will need a breakout
game in order for San Deigo to
beat Oakland.

Ashley Dolezal
Reporter

Ladies and gentlemen,
boy and girls-get ready to be
amazed! As Julie Melcher,
senior guard on the women's
basketball team would say,
"basketball is in the air."
Melcher, along with every
other college basketball
player in the nation, is get
ting ready for the madness
to being. Saturday, October
15th is the beginning of five
months of road trips, rival
games and pure intensity
and teamwork- it's the start
of the college basketball sea
son.
On Friday, October 14th,
Pacific will kick off its season
with Midnight Mania. The
festivities will take place in
Alex G. Spanos Gymnasium
at 10 p.m. There are a num
ber of different activities to
get both the student-body
and teams excited for what
lies ahead.
The night will begin with
Kappa Alpha Theta's 3-vs.3 championship basketball
game. The tournament will
begin at 7 p.m. in Main Gym
and the final game will be in
Spanos at 10 p.m.
The primary focus of the
night is to introduce both
the men's and women's bas
ketball teams. Each player
is introduced to the crowd
and each team will scrim
mage against each other for
10 minutes. Men's Assistant
Coach Adam Jacobson said
that this night allows "stu
dents to get a first look at the
teams."
There are also fun activi
ties to show off some players
special talents. For instance,
players from both the men's
and women's team will
compete in a 3-point contest.
Shooting for the women's
team are: freshman Renee
Roberts, sophomore Kelsey
Lavender and senior Dana
Zimmerman. Shooting for
the men's team are: junior
Ben Pemberton and seniors
Mike Webb and Christian
Maraker.
This year the contest
will be the men versus the

women. Each player will get
3 shots from both the right
and left side of the court and
the middle. Which every
team scores the most baskets
will win the competition and
have bragging rights for the
year as being the better 3point shooting team.
Dana Zimmerman, a vet
eran of competing in the 3
point-contest, says that "my
biggest fear is to airball in
front of everyone. Luckily, I
haven't done that yet."
One of the nights favorite
activities is the slam dunk
contest. The men's players
are allowed to do 3 different
dunks. The men's team, as
well as the crowd, will rank
each dunk on a scale of 1-10
to establish the winner. The
players competing in the
dunk contest are: freshman
Joe Ford and Steffan Johnson,
as well as seniors Johnny
Gray and Miguel Flores.
In addition, both the
cheerleaders and dace teams
will perform their routines in
between events. Awards will
also be distributed to mem
bers of the student-body and
Greek system who have had
a large impact on the Pacific
community.
Friday night will be a night
of basketball, cheering and
real Tiger pride! Wear your
orange and black and sup
port your Pacific basketball
teams as they kick off their
2005-2006 season!
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Volleyball keeps on winning
By Athletic Media Reolations
Stockton, Calif. - After
earning a hard fought 35-33
win in game one, the Pacific
Tigers women's volleyballteam swept UC Irvine, 3-0, on
Saturday, Oct. 8. Gamescores
for the match were 35-33, 3022, 30-17. With the win, the
Tigers moved to 9-7 on the
season and 3-1 in Big West
Conference play, while the
Anteaters fell to 6-11 overall
and 0-4 in conference.
UC Irvine took an early
lead in the game with six of
the first eight points. The Ti
gers battled back behindconsecutive kills by senior Ash
ley Groothuis (Aurora,Neb.)

to cut the deficit to 6-4.
Moments
later,
Pacific
pulled even at 9-9 on a kill
from seniorSidney Bennett
(Louisvile, Ky.). The game
remained close the rest of the
way as the two teams battled
through 11 ties. The final tie
came at 33-33. Theturning
point in the match came
during the next two points.
Groothuis gave Pacific the
lead at 34-33 with a kill from
the right side. Sophomore
Kara Uhl (Cypress, Calif.)
helped the Tigers capitilize
on their fourth game point
with a kill from the left sideto
take a 1-0 lead in the match,
35-33.
Pacific raised their inten

sity in game two, posting
a.500 hitting percentage. The
Tigers 22 kills propelled Pa
cific to a 2-0 lead in the match
with a 30-22 win.
The Tigers continued to
apply offensive pressure
inthe third and final game
as the Tigers hit .438, but it
was Pacific's defense that
made the difference.The Ti
gers held UC Irvine to a .103
hitting percentage in game
three, forcing six errors in
29 swings. The Tigers took
the match by winning game
three, 30-17. Groothuis led
Pacific as she had 26 kills
and 11 digs for her seventh
double-double of the season
and third consecutive game.

Ace in the hole; the Tigers come together in celebration of an As

Sports Wrap
Pacific Outdoor Connection takes a trip to Donner Summit, rock Cliimbing 700 feet up.
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W.SOCCER
Oct, 9th
The Tigers fought hard
but saw a tie game snapped
in the 87th minute by Cal
State Fullerton. A free kick
opportunity ended sourly
for the Tigers as Fullerton's
Erin Shelton knotted the
game-winning goal. The
Tiger offensive did a good
job keeping Fullerton de
fenders busy all game long.
Bunny Dickson scored her
second goal with a nice pass
by Carmen Padilla. Padilla
notched her fourth assist of
the season, tying the game.
After Fullerton went ahead
again Kasey Nagel's free
kick found the head of Suzy
Peterson. Cal State Fullerton
goes to 10-3-0 and Pacific
falls to 7-6-1. The Tigers face
Cal State Northridge Friday
at Stagg Memorial Stadium
at 7:00pm

FIELD HOCKEY
Oct 8th
The Tigers lost to the U:
versity of California, Berley 6-1. The Tigers plav:
well in the first half leavir
the field with a tie but t
second half was a diff err
story. Vianney Campos ha
Pacific's only goal scorinc
the first half. The Tigers v
be on the road until Octoh
16th.

M. WATER POLO
The Tigers faced a r_
match at home as 3rd rankr
Stanford was in town for
hard the contest. Stanfor
showed why they are ranke
3rd in the country as the
played a flawless gam
Adam Zobler had both goa.
for Pacific in the 9-2 loss :
the Cardinal. The Tigers sta:
the NorCal tournament Oct:
ber 15th.

